We extend knowledge gradient (KG) policy for the multi-objective, multi-armed bandits problem to efficiently explore the Pareto optimal arms. We consider two partial order relationships to order the mean vectors, i.e. Pareto and scalarized functions. Pareto KG finds the optimal arms using Pareto search, while the scalarizations-KG transform the multi-objective arms into one-objective arm to find the optimal arms. To measure the performance of the proposed algorithms, we propose three regret measures. We compare the performance of knowledge gradient policy with UCB1 on a multi-objective multi-armed bandits problem, where KG outperforms UCB1.
INTRODUCTION
The single-objective multi-armed bandits (MABs) problem is a sequential Markov Decision Process (MDP) of an agent that tries to optimize its decisions while improving its knowledge on the arms. At each time step t, the agent pulls one arm and receives reward as a feedback signal. The reward that the agent receives is independent from the past implementations and independent from all other arms. The rewards are drawn from a static distribution, e.g. normal distributions N(µ, σ 2 ), where µ is the true mean and σ 2 is the variance. We assume that the true mean and variance parameters are unknown to the agent. Thus, by drawing each arm, the agent maintains estimations of the true mean and the variance which are known aŝ µ andσ 2 , respectively.
The goal of the agent is to minimize the loss of not pulling the best arm i * that has the maximum mean all the time. The loss, or total expected regret, is defined for any fixed time steps L as:
where µ * = max i=1,···,|A| µ i is the true mean of the greedy (best) arm i * and µ t is the true mean of the selected arm i at time step t. In the multi-armed bandits problem, at each time step t, the agent either selects the arm that has the maximum estimated mean (exploiting the greedy arm), or selects one of the non-greedy arms in order to be more confident about its estimations (exploring one of the available arms). This problem is known as the trade-off between exploitation and exploration (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . To overcome this problem, (Yahyaa and Manderick, 2012) have compared several action selection policies on the multiarmed bandits problem (MABs) and have shown that Knowledge Gradient (KG) policy (I.O. Ryzhov and Frazier, 2011) outperforms other MABs techniques.
In this paper, we extend knowledge gradient KG policy (I.O. Ryzhov and Frazier, 2011) to vector means, obtaining the Multi-Objective Knowledge Gradient (MOKG). In the multi-objective setting, there is a set of Pareto optimal arms that are incomparable, i.e. can not be classified using a designed partial order relationship. Thus, the agent tradesoff the conflicting objectives (or dimensions) of the mean vectors, the exploration (finding the Pareto front set) and the exploitation (selecting fairly the optimal arms).
The Pareto optimal arm set is found either by using: i) the Pareto partial order relationship (Zitzler and et al., 2002) , or ii) the scalarized functions (Eichfelder, 2008) . Pareto partial order finds the Pareto front set by optimizing directly the multi-objective space. The scalarized functions convert the multiobjective space to a single-objective space, i.e. the mean vectors are transformed in scalar values. There are two types of scalarization functions, linear and non-linear (or Chebyshev) functions. Linear scalar-ization function is simple and intuitive but can not find all the optimal arms in a non-convex Pareto front set. In opposition, Chebyshev scalarization function has an extra parameter to be tuned, however can find all the optimal arms in a non-convex Pareto front set. Recently, (Drugan and Nowe, 2013) have used a multi-objective version of the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB1) policy to find the Pareto optimal arm set (exploring) and select fairly the optimal arms (exploiting), i.e. solve the trade-off problem in the MultiObjective, Multi-Armed Bandits (MOMABs) problem. We compare KG policy and UCB1 on the MOMABs problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present background information on the algorithms and the used notation. In Section 3 we introduce multi-objective, multi-armed bandits framework and upper confidence bound policy UCB1 in multi-objective normal distributions bandits. In Section 4 we introduce knowldge gradient (KG) policy and we propose Pareto knowldge gradient algorithm, linear scalarized knowledge gradient across arms algorithm, linear scalarized knowledge gradient across dimensions algorithm, and Chebyshev scalarized knowledge gradient algorithm. In Section 5 we present scalarized multi-objective bandits. In Section 6, we describe the experiments set up followed by experimental results. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the Pareto partial order relationship, order relationships for scalarization functions and regret performance measures of the multi-objective, multi-armed bandits problem.
Let us consider the multi-objective, multi-armed bandits (MOMABs) problem with |A|, |A| ≥ 2 arms and with D objectives (or dimensions). Each objective has a specific value and the objectives are conflicting with each other. This means that the value of arm i can be better than the value of arm j in one dimension and worse than the value of arm j in other dimension.
The Pareto Partial Order Relationship
Pareto partial order finds the Pareto optimal arm set directly in the multi-objective space (Zitzler and et al., 2002) . Pareto partial order uses the following relationships between the mean vectors of two arms. We use i and j to refer to the mean vector (estimated mean vector or true mean vector) of arms i and j, respectively: Using the above relationships, the Pareto optimal arm A * set, A * ⊂ A be the set of arms that are not dominated by all other arms. Then:
Moreover, the Pareto optimal arms A * are incomparable with each other. Then:
The Scalarized Functions Partial Order Relationships
In general, scalarization functions convert the multiobjective into single-objective optimization (Eichfelder, 2008) . However, solving a multi-objective optimization problem means finding the Pareto front set. Thus, we need a set of scalarized functions S to generate a variety of elements belonging to the Pareto front set. There are two types of scalarization functions that weigh the mean vector, linear and non-linear (Chebyshev) scalarization functions. The linear scalarization assigns to each value of the mean vector of an arm i a weight w d and the result is the sum of these weighted mean values. The linear scalarized across mean vector is:
where (w 1 , · · · , w D ) is a set of predefined weights for the linear scalarized function j, j ∈ S, such that ∑ D d=1 w d = 1 and µ i is the mean vector of arm i. The linear scalarization is very popular because of its simplicity. However, it can not find all the arms in the Pareto optimal set A * if the corresponding mean set is a non-convex set.
The Chebyshev scalarization beside weights, Chebyshev scalarization has a D-dimensional reference point, i.e. z = [z 1 , · · · , z D ] T . The Chebyshev scalarized can find all the arms in a non-convex Pareto mean front set by moving the reference point (Miettinen, 1999) . For maximization multi-objective multiarmed bandits problem, the Chebyshev scalarization is (Drugan and Nowe, 2013) :
where ε is a small value, ε > 0. The reference point z is dominated by all the optimal mean vectors. Thus, it is the minimum of the current mean vector minus ε value. After transforming the multi-objective problem to single-objective problem, the scalarized functions select the arm that has the maximum function value:
The Regret Metrics
To measure the performance of the Pareto, scalarized functions partial order relationships, (Drugan and Nowe, 2013) have proposed three regret metric criteria.
1. Pareto regret metric R Pareto measures the distance between a mean vector of an arm i that is pulled at time step t and the Pareto optimal mean set. R Pareto is calculated by finding firstly the virtual distance dis * . The virtual distance dis * is defined as the minimum distance that is added to the mean vector of the pulled arm µ t at time step t in each dimension to create a virtual mean vector µ * t that is incomparable with all the arms in Pareto set A * , where µ * t ||µ i ∀ i∈A * as follows:
Then, the Pareto regret R Pareto is:
where
is the Euclidean distance between the mean vector of the virtual arm µ * t and the mean vector of the pulled arm µ t at time step t. Thus, the regret of the Pareto front is 0 for optimal arms, i.e. the mean of the optimal arm coincides itself (dis * = 0 for the arms in the Pareto front set).
The scalarized regret metric measures the dis-
tance between the maximum value of a scalarized function and the scalarized value of an arm that is pulled at time step t. Scalarized regret is the difference between the maximum value for a scalarized function f j which is either Chebyshev or linear on the set of arms A and the scalarized value for an arm k that is pulled by the scalarized f j at time step t,
3. The unfairness regret metric is related to the variance in drawing all the optimal arms. The unfairness regret of multi-objective, multi-armed bandits problem is the variance of the times the arms in A * are pulled:
where R un f airness (t) is the unfairness regret at time step t, |A * | is the number of optimal arms, N i * (t) is the number of times an optimal arm i * has been selected at time step t and N |A * | (t) is the number of times the optimal arms, i * = 1, · · · , |A * | have been selected at time step t.
MOMABs FRAMEWORK
At each time step t, the agent selects one arm i and receives a reward vector. The reward vector is drawn from a normal distribution N(µ i , σ 2 i ), where
T is the true mean vector and
T is the standard deviation vector of arm i, and T is the transpose.
The true mean and standard deviation vectors of arms i are unknown to the agent. Thus, by drawing each arm i, the agent estimates the mean vectorμ i and the standard deviation vectorσ 2 i . The agent updates the estimated meanμ i and the estimated varianceσ 2 in each dimension d as follows (Powell, 2007) :
where N i is the number of times arm i has been selected,μ d i+1 is the updated estimated mean of arm i
i+1 is the updated estimated variance of arm i for dimension d and r d t+1 is the collected reward from arm i in the dimension d.
UCB1 in Normal MOMABs
In the single-obtimization bandits problem, upper confidence bound UCB1 policy (P. Auer and Fischer, 2002 ) plays firstly each arm, then adds to the estimated meanμ of each arm i an exploration bound. The exploration bound is an upper confidence bound which depends on the number of times arm i has been selected. UCB1 selects the optimal arm i * that maxi-
as follows:
where N i is the number of times arm i has been pulled. In the multi-objective multi-armed bandits problem MOMABs with Bernoulli distributions, (Drugan and Nowe, 2013) have extended UCB1 policy to find the Pareto optimal arm set either by using UCB1 in Pareto order relationship or in scalarized functions. In this paper, we use UCB1 in the multi-objective multiarmed bandits problem with normal distributions.
Pareto-UCB1 in Normal MOMABs
Pareto-UCB1 plays initially each arm i once. At each time step t, it estimates the mean vector of each of the multi-objective arms i, i.e.
T and adds to each dimension an upper confidence bound. Pareto-UCB1 uses a Pareto partial order relationships, Section 2.1 to find the Pareto optimal arm set A * P UCB1
. Thus, for all the non-optimal arms k / ∈ A * P UCB1 there exists a Pareto optimal arm j ∈ A * P UCB1 that is not dominated by the arms k:
Pareto-UCB1 selects uniformly, randomly one of the arms in the set A * P UCB1
. The idea is to select most of the times one of the optimal arm in the Pareto front set, i ∈ A * . An arm j / ∈ A * that is closer to the Pareto front set according to metric measure is more selected than the arm k / ∈ A * that is far from A * .
Scalarized-UCB1 in Normal MOMABs
scalarized UCB1 adds an upper confidence bound to the pulled arm under the scalarized function j. Each scalarized function j has associated a predefined set of weights,
The upper bound depends on the number of times the scalarized function j has been selected, N j and on the number of times the arm i has been pulled N j i under the scalarized function j. Firstly, the scalarized UCB1 plays each arm once and estimates the mean vector of each arm,μ i , i = 1, · · · , |A|. At each time step t, it pulls the optimal arm i * as follows:
where f j is either linear scalarized function, Equation 2, or Chebyshev scalarized function, Equation 3 with a predefined set of weights andμ i is the estimated mean vector of arm i.
MULTI OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE GRADIENT
Knowledge gradient (KG) policy (I.O. Ryzhov and Frazier, 2011 ) is an index policy that determines for arm i the index V KG i as follows:
is the standard normal density and its cumulative distribution is Φ(ζ) = and it prefers those arms about which comparatively little is known. These arms are the ones whose distributions around the estimate mean,μ i have larger estimated standard deviations,σ i . Thus, KG prefers an arm i over its alternatives if its confidence in the estimate meanμ i is low. This policy trades-off between exploration and exploitation by selecting its arm i * KG as follows:
where t is a time step and L is the horizon of experiment which is the total number of plays that the agent has. In (Yahyaa and Manderick, 2012) , KG policy is the competitive policy for the single-objective multiarmed bandits problem according to the collected cumulated average reward and average frequency of optimal selection performances. Moreover, KG policy does not have any parameter to be tuned. Therefore, we used KG policy in the MOMABs problem.
Pareto-KG Algorithm
Pareto order knowledge gradient (Pareto-KG) uses the pareto partial order relationship (Zitzler and et al., 2002) to order arms. The pseudocode of Pareto-KG is given in Figure 1 is a set that contains Pareto optimal arms using KG policy. After pulling the chosen arm i, Pareto-KG algorithm, updates the estimated meanμ i vector, the estimated standard deviationσ 2 i vector, the number of times arm i is chosen N i and computes the Pareto and the unfairness regrets. 
Scalarized-KG Algorithm
Scalarized knowledge gradient (scalarized-KG) functions convert the multi-dimensions MABs to onedimension MABs and make use of the estimated mean and estimated variance.
Linear Scalarized-KG Across Arms
Linear scalarized-KG across arms (LS1-KG) converts immediately the multi-objective estimated mean µ i and estimated standard deviationσ i of each arm to one-dimension, then computes the corresponding exploration bound ExpB i . At each time step t, LS1-KG weighs both the estimated mean vector,
of each arm i, converts the multi-dimension vectors to one-dimension by summing the elements of each vector. Thus, we have one-dimension multi armed bandits problem. KG calculates for each arm, an exploration bounds which depends on all other arms and selects the arm that has the maximum estimated mean plus exploration bounds. LS1-KG is as follows:
where f j is a linear scalarization function that has a predefined set of weight (w 1 , · · · , w D ), µ i , σ 2 i are the modified estimated mean and variance of an arm i, respectively which are one-dimension values and σ 2 i is the modified RMSE of an arm i which is a one-dimension value. v i is the KG index of an arm i. x(ζ) = ζΦ(ζ) + φ(ζ) where Φ and φ are the cumulative distribution and the density of the standard normal density, respectively. Linear scalarized-KG across arms selects the optimal arm i * according to:
where ExpB i is the exploration bound of arm i, |A| is the number of arms, D is the number of dimension, L is the horizon of an experiments, i.e. length of trajectories and t is the time step.
Linear Scalarized-KG across Dimensions
Linear scalarized-KG across dimensions (LS2-KG) computes the exploration bound ExpB i for each arm, i.e. ExpB i = [ExpB the corresponding estimated mean vectorμ i , then converts the multi-objective problem to one dimension. At each time step t, LS2-KG computes exploration bounds for all dimensions of each arm, sums the estimated mean in each dimension with its corresponding exploration bound, weighs each dimension, then converts the multi-dimension to one-dimension value by taking the summation over each vector of each arm. Linear scalarized-KG across dimensions is as follows:
|A| is the number of arms, L is the horizon of each experiment, v d i is the index of arm i for dimension d, µ d i is the estimated mean for dimension d of arm i, σ d i is the RMSE of arm i for dimension d, ExpB d i is the exploration bound of arm i for dimension d and x(ζ) = ζΦ(ζ) + φ(ζ)
where Φ and φ are the cumulative distribution and the density of the standard normal density, respectively. LS2-KG selects the optimal arm i * that has maximum f j (μ i ) as follows:
Chebyshev Scalarized-KG
Chebyshev scalarized-KG (Cheb-KG) computes the exploration bound of each arm in each dimension, i.e. ExpB i = [ExpB
, then converts the multi-objective problem to one-dimension problem. Cheb-KG is as follows:
where f j is a Chebyshev scalarization function that has a predefined set of weights
is the exploration bound of arm i for dimension d which is calculated as follows:
T is a reference point. For each dimension d, the corresponding reference is the minimum of the current estimated means of all arms minus a small positive value, ε d > 0. The reference z d for dimension d is calculated as follows:
Cheb-KG selects the optimal arm i * that has maximum f j (μ i ) as follows:
THE SCALARIZED MULTI-OBJECTIEVE BANDITS
The pseudocode of the scalarized MOMABs problem (Drugan and Nowe, 2013 ) is given in Figure The algorithm in Figure 2 plays each arm of each scalarized function f s , Initial plays (step: 2). N s is the number of times the scalarized function f s is pulled and N s i is the number of times the arm i under the scalarized function f s is pulled. (r i ) s is the reward of the pulled arm i which is drawn from a normal distribution N(µ, σ 2 r ) where µ is the true mean and σ 2 r is the true variance of the reward. (μ i ) s and (σ i ) s are the estimated mean and standard deviation vectors of the arm i under the scalarized function s, respectively. After initial playing, the algorithm chooses randomly at uniform one of the scalarized function (step: 4), selects the optimal arm i * that maximizes the type of this scalarized function (step: 5) and simulates the selected arm i * . The estimated mean vector (μ i * ) s , estimated standard deviation vector (σ i * ) s , and the number N s i * of the selected arm and the number of the pulled scalarized function are updated (step: 7). This procedure is repeated until the end of playing L steps which is the horizon of an experiment.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally compare Pareto-UCB1, and Pareto-KG and we compare linearscalarized-UCB1, Chebyshev-scalarized-UCB1, linear scalarized-KG across arms, linear scalarized-KG across dimensions, and Chebyshev scalarized-KG. The performance measures are:
1. The percentage of time optimal arms are pulled, i.e. the average of M experiments that optimal arms are pulled.
2. The percentage of time each of the optimal arms is drawn, i.e. the average of M experiments that each one of the optimal arms is pulled.
3. The average regret at each time step which is the average of M experiments.
4. The average unfairness regret at each time step which is the average of M experiments.
We used the algorithm in Figure 2 for the scalarized functions, and the algorithm in Figure 1 for the Pareto-KG. To compute the Pareto regret, we need to calculate the virtual distance. The virtual distance dis * that is added to the mean vector µ t of the pulled arm at time step t (the pulled arm is not element in the Pareto front (Pareto optimal arm) set A * ) can be calculated by firstly ranking all the Euclidean distance dis between the mean vectors of the Pareto optimal arm set and 0 as follows:
where 0 is a vector, 0
Secondly, finding the minimum added distance dis * which is calculated as follows:
where dis 1 is the Euclidean distance between 0 vector and the Pareto optimal mean vector µ * 1 , and dis(µ t , 0) is the Euclidean distance between the mean vector of the pulled arm that is not element in the Pareto front set and vector 0. Then, add dis * to the mean vector of the pulled arm µ t to create a mean vector that is element in the Pareto optimal mean set, i.e. µ * t = µ t + dis * and check if µ * t is a virtual vector that is incomparable with the Pareto front set. If µ * t is incomparable with the mean vectors of Pareto front set, then dis * is the virtual distance, calculate the regret. Otherwise, reduce the added distance to find dis * as follows:
where D is the number of dimensions. And, check if dis * creates µ * t that is incomparable with the Pareto front set. If not reduce again the dis * by using dis 3 instead of dis 2 and so on.
The number of experiments M is 1000. The horizon of each experiment L is 1000. The rewards ∀ j, j∈|A| to increase the exploration of arms. We compare the different setting for KG and found out that play-ing each arm initially 2 times, KG performance is increased, therefore, we used this to compare with UCB1. The number of Pareto optimal arms |A * | is unknown to the agent, therefore, |A * | = 6. We consider 11 weight sets for the linear-, and Chebyshev-UCB1 and linear scalarized-KG across arms (LS1-KG), linear scalarized-KG across dimensions (LS2-KG), and Chebyshev-KG (Cheb-KG) functions, i.e. w = {(1, 0) T , (0.9, 0.1) T , · · · , (0.1, 0.9) T , (0, 1) T }.
For Chebyshev-UCB1 and Chebyshev-KG, ε was generated uniformly, randomly, ε ∈ [0, 0.1]. Table 1 gives the average number ± the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval that the optimal arms are selected in column A * , the average number ± the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval that one of the optimal arm a * is pulled in columns a * 1 , a * 2 , a * 3 , and a * 4 using the scalarized functions in column Functions. Table 1 shows the number of selecting the optimal arms is increased by using knowledge gradient. Pareto-KG plays fairly the optimal arms. Although ε set to a fixed value for all the scalarized functions set ( j = 1, · · · , 11), Chebyshev-KG performs better than the linear scalarization-KG across arms (LS1-KG) and linear scalarization-KG across dimensions (LS2-KG ) in playing fairly the optimal arms. While, the performance of linear scalarized-KG across arms (LS1-KG) in playing fairly the optimal arms is as same as linear scalarized-KG across dimensions (LS2-KG). Moreover, LS1-KG prefers the optimal arms a * 4 and a * 3 then a * 1 and a * 2 and LS2-KG prefers the optimal arms a * 1 and a * 2 then a * 4 and a * 3 . Pareto-UCB1 performs better than linearand Chebyshev-scalarization-UCB1, (LS-UCB1 and Cheb-UCB1, respectively) according to the number of selecting optimal arms. This is the same result in (Drugan and Nowe, 2013) when the rewards are drawn form Bernoulli distributions. Cheb-UCB1 performs better than LS-UCB1 in selecting the optimal arms. We also see that LS-UCB1 performs better than LS1-KG and LS2-KG in playing fairly the optimal arms. And, Cheb-UCB1 performs better than Cheb-KG in playing fairly the optimal arms. Figure 3 shows the average regret performances. The x-axis is the horizon of each experiments and the y-axis is the average of 1000 experiments. From Figure 3 , we see that how the regret performance is improved by using KG policy. Minimum Pareto regret is achieved by using Pareto-KG in subfigure (a). Minimum scalarized regret is achieved by using LS2-KG in subfigure (b) and maximum regret is achieved by using linear-scalarized-UCB1. From subfigure (b), we also see Chebyshev-UCB1 performs better than linearscalarized-UCB1 and linear-scalarized-KG across di- Secondly, we added another 14 arms to the previous example as (Drugan and Nowe, 2013) . The added arms are dominated by all other in A * and have equal mean vectors, i.e. µ 7 = · · · µ 20 = [0.48, 0.48] T . Figure 4 gives the average regret and the average unfairness regret performances of the Pareto-KG and Pareto-UCB1. The x-axis is the horizon of each experiments and the y-axis is the average of 1000 experiments. Figure 4 shows the average regret performance is improved by using Pareto-KG in subfigure (a), while, the average unfairness performance in subfigure (b) is improved using Pareto-UCB1.
Thirdly, we added extra dimension to the previous example. The Pareto front set A * contains 7 arms. Figure 5 gives the average regret performance using σ r = 0.01. The y-axis is the average regret performance and the x-axis is the horizon of experiments. Figure 5 shows how the performance is improved using KG policy in the MOMABs. Subfigure a shows Pareto-KG performs Pareto UCB1. Subfigure b shows best performance (the average regret is decreased) for Chebyshev-KG and worst performance for linear-UCB1. Chebyshev-UCB1 performs better than linear-scalarized-KG across dimensions and worse than linear-scalarized-KG across arms. And, the Chebyshev scalarized-(KG and UCB1) is better than the linear scalarized-(KG and UCB1) according to the regret performance. Finally, we added extra 2 objectives in the previous triple-objective in order to compare the KG and UCB1 performances on a more complex MOMABs problem. Table 2 gives the average number ± the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval that the optimal arms are selected in column A * , the average number ± the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval that one of the optimal arm a * is pulled in columns a * 1 , a * 2 , a * 3 , a * 4 , a * 5 , a * 6 , and a * 7 using the scalarized functions in column Functions. Table 2 shows the number of selecting the opti- mal arms is increased by using KG policy. Pareto-KG outperforms Pareto-UCB1 in selecting and playing fairly the optimal arms. Scalarized functions-KG outperform scalarized functions-UCB1 in selecting the optimal arms, while scalarized functions-UCB1 outperform scalarized functions-KG in playing fairly the optimal arms. LS1-KG (linear scalarized-KG across arms) performs better than LS2-KG and Cheb-KG in selecting the optimal arms. Cheb-KG performs better than LS2-KG and worse than LS1-KG in selecting the optimal arms. LS2-KG performs better than LS1-KG and Cheb-KG in playing fairly the optimal arms and prefers playing a * 2 , a * 1 , a * 7 , a * 5 , a * 6 , a * 3 then a * 4 . LS1-KG performs better than Cheb-KG and worse than LS2-KG in playing fairly the optimal arms and prefers a * 4 , a * 6 , a * 3 , a * 1 , a * 5 , a * 7 then a * 2 . Cheb-KG prefers the optimal arms a * 1 , a * 6 , a * 3 , a * 5 , a * 2 , a * 4 , then a * 7 . LS-
